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Two photons in free space pass each other
undisturbed. This is ideal for the faithful trans-
mission of information, but prohibits an inter-
action between the photons as required for a
plethora of applications in optical quantum infor-
mation processing1. The long-standing challenge
here is to realise a deterministic photon-photon
gate. This requires an interaction so strong that
the two photons can shift each others phase by
pi. For polarisation qubits, this amounts to the
conditional flipping of one photon’s polarisation
to an orthogonal state. So far, only probabilis-
tic gates2 based on linear optics and photon de-
tectors could be realised3, as “no known or fore-
seen material has an optical nonlinearity strong
enough to implement this conditional phase shift
[. . . ]”4. Meanwhile, tremendous progress in the
development of quantum-nonlinear systems has
opened up new possibilities for single-photon
experiments5. Platforms range from Rydberg
blockade in atomic ensembles6 to single-atom
cavity quantum electrodynamics7. Applications
like single-photon switches8 and transistors9,10,
two-photon gateways11, nondestructive photon
detectors12, photon routers13 and nonlinear phase
shifters14–18 have been demonstrated, but none of
them with the ultimate information carriers, op-
tical qubits in discriminable modes. Here we em-
ploy the strong light-matter coupling provided by
a single atom in a high-finesse optical resonator to
realise the Duan-Kimble protocol19 of a universal
controlled phase flip (CPF, pi phase shift) photon-
photon quantum gate. We achieve an average
gate fidelity of F = (76.2± 3.6)% and specifically
demonstrate the capability of conditional polar-
isation flipping as well as entanglement genera-
tion between independent input photons. Being
the key quantum logic element, our gate could
readily perform most of the hitherto existing two-
photon operations. It also discloses avenues to-
wards new quantum information processing ap-
plications where photons are essential, especially
long-distance quantum communication and scal-
able quantum computing.
The perhaps simplest idea to realise a photonic quan-
tum gate is to overlap the two photons in a nonlinear
medium. However, it has been argued that this can-
not ensure full mutual information transfer between the
qubits for locality and causality reasons20,21. Instead,
a viable strategy is to keep the two photons separate,
change the medium with the first one, use this change to
affect the second photon, and, finally, make the first pho-
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Figure 1 | Schematic of our setup. Qubit-carrying
weak coherent photon pulses p1 and p2 enter in two separate
spatio-temporal modes via a non-polarising 98.5% transmit-
ting beam splitter (NPBS) that acts effectively as a circulator.
The photons are subsequently reflected from the cavity con-
taining a single atom before a switch directs them into a delay
fibre. While p1 and p2 are stored in the fibre, the state of the
atom is read-out via fluorescence photons (blue arrows) that
the switch directs towards a single-photon detector (SPD). A
field programmable gate array (FPGA) applies a conditional
phase feedback to p1 via an electro-optical modulator (EOM).
Eventually, the photons leave the gate setup towards polar-
isation analysers. The inset shows the atomic energy level
scheme. The three depicted, relevant levels of 87Rb and the
photon polarisations are defined in the main text. The pho-
tons and the empty cavity are on resonance with the atomic
transition |↑〉 ↔ |e〉.
ton interact with the medium again to ensure gate reci-
procity. These three subsequent interactions enable full
mutual information exchange between the two qubits, as
required for a gate, even though the photons never meet
directly.
Our experimental realisation of a CPF photon-photon
gate builds on the proposal by Duan and Kimble19. The
medium is a single atom strongly coupled to a cavity and
the interactions happen upon reflection of each photon off
the atom-cavity system22. While the proposal considers
three reflections, we replace the second reflection of the
first photon by a measurement of the atomic state and
classical phase feedback on the first photon (analogous to
a proposal23 where the roles of light and matter are in-
terchanged). In practise, this allows us to achieve better
fidelities, higher efficiencies and to use a simpler setup
compared to that of the proposed scheme.
We employ a single 87Rb atom trapped in a three-
dimensional optical lattice24 at the centre of a one-sided
optical high-finesse cavity12 (Fig. 1). The measured cav-
ity quantum electrodynamics parameters on the relevant
transition |↑〉 = |F=2,mF=2〉 ↔ |e〉 = |F=3,mF=3〉 of
the D2 line are (g, κ, γ) = 2pi (7, 2.5, 3) MHz. The atom
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2akes the role of an ancilla qubit, implemented in the ba-
sis |↓〉 = |F=1,mF=1〉 and |↑〉, with the quantisation
axis along the cavity axis. Both photonic qubits are in-
dividually encoded in the polarisation using the notation
|L〉 and |R〉 for a left- and a right-handed photon, re-
spectively. They are consecutively coupled into the cav-
ity beam path via a non-polarising beam splitter (98.5%
transmission) which plays the role of a polarisation-
independent circulator. The photons as well as the empty
cavity are on resonance with the transition |↑〉 ↔ |e〉
at 780 nm. Only the atom in |↑〉 and the photon in
|R〉 are strongly coupled, because the |↓〉 ↔ |e〉 transi-
tion is detuned by the ground-state hyperfine splitting of
6.8 GHz, and the left-circularly polarised transition from
|↑〉 ↔ |F=3,mF=1〉 is shifted out of resonance by a dy-
namical Stark shift induced by the laser that traps the
atom. The strong light-matter coupling between |↑〉 and
|R〉 shifts the phase of a reflected photon by pi compared
to the cases where the atom occupies |↓〉 or the photon
is in |L〉. Thus, each reflection constitutes a bidirectional
controlled-Z (CZ) interaction22 between the atomic and
photonic qubit (red boxes in Fig. 2a).
Figure 2a depicts the experimental implementation of
the photon-photon gate as a quantum circuit diagram.
In short, the protocol starts with arbitrary photonic in-
put qubits |p1〉 and |p2〉 and the atom optically pumped
to |↑〉. After this initialisation, two consecutive atomic-
qubit rotations combined with CZ atom-photon quantum
gates are performed. The purpose of the rotations is to
maximize the effect of the subsequent gates. Note that
up to this point the first photon has the capability to act
via the atom onto the second photon. To implement a
back-action of the second photon onto the first one, the
protocol ends with a measurement of the atomic qubit
and feedback onto the first photon. This measurement
has the additional advantage that it removes any possible
entanglement of the atom with the photons, as required
for an ancillary qubit. A longer and detailed stepwise
analysis of the above protocol as well as the characteri-
sation of the Raman lasers used for the implementation of
the atomic-state rotations can be found in the Methods.
To apply this scheme in practise, the qubits have to
be stored and controlled in an appropriately timed se-
quence: After the first photon p1 is reflected, it directly
enters a 1.2 km delay fibre. The delay time of 6µs is suf-
ficient to allow for reflection of both photons from the
cavity, two coherent spin rotations, and state detection
on the atom (Fig. 2b). The two photon wave packets
are in independent spatio-temporal modes which can in
principle be arbitrarily shaped. The only requirement is
that the frequency spectrum should fall within the accep-
tance bandwidth of the cavity (0.7 MHz for ±0.1pi phase
shift accuracy). We used Gaussian-like envelopes of 0.6 µs
full width at half maximum (FWHM) within individual
time windows of 1.3µs width, such that the correspond-
ing FWHM bandwidth of 0.7 MHz leads to an acceptable
phase-shift spread.
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Figure 2 | The photon-photon gate mechanism. a,
Quantum circuit diagram. The sequence of CZ gates between
the atomic ancilla qubit and the gate photons interleaved with
rotations on the atomic qubit acts as a pure CPF gate on the
input photon state |p1p2〉. Note that the dashed box is equiv-
alent to the reflection-based quantum CZ gate of the original
proposal via the principles of deferred and implicit measure-
ment. b, Pulse sequence showing the timing of the exper-
imental steps of the gate protocol. A delay fibre of 1.2 km
length is used to store the gate photons for 6µs.
After the last spin rotation, Purcell-enhanced fluores-
cence state detection of the atomic qubit is performed.
This is achieved within 1.2µs with a laser beam resonant
with the |↑〉 ↔ |e〉 transition and impinging perpendicu-
lar to the cavity axis (blue beam in Fig. 1). This yields
zero fluorescence photons for |↓〉 and a near-Poissonian-
distributed photon number with an average of 4 for |↑〉,
resulting in a discrimination fidelity of 96%. The fluo-
rescence light shares the same spatial mode as the gate
photons and needs to be detected before the first pho-
ton leaves the delay fibre. Separation of the fluorescence
light from the qubit photons is achieved with an effi-
cient free-space acousto-optical deflector (AOD, labelled
‘Switch’ in Fig. 1). Qubit photons pass the deactivated
AOD straight towards the delay fibre, whereas state-
detection photons are deflected into the first diffraction
order directed at a single-photon detector (SPD). The
corresponding detection events are evaluated in real time
by a field programmable gate array (FPGA), which ac-
tivates a pi phase shift on the |R〉 component of the first
gate photon if the atom was detected in |↑〉. No phase
shift is applied if the atom was found in |↓〉. This con-
ditional phase shift is performed by an electro-optical
modulator (EOM) with a switching time of 0.1 µs, which
is ready when p1 leaves the delay fibre and is reset be-
fore p2 appears at the end of the fibre. The experiment
runs at a rate of 500 Hz, with each execution preceded by
atom cooling, atomic state preparation via optical pump-
ing and probing of cavity transmission to confirm success
of the initialisation. All experiments with one detected
3qubit photon in each of the two temporal output modes
are evaluated without further post-selection.
If both input photons are circularly polarised, the
photon-photon gate appears as a CPF gate (see Meth-
ods) characterised by:
|RR〉 → |RR〉 |LR〉 → −|LR〉
|RL〉 → |RL〉 |LL〉 → |LL〉.
As with any quantum gate, it can also be expressed
in other bases. We define the linear polarisation bases
as |H〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉+|L〉), |V〉 = 1√
2
(|R〉−|L〉), |D〉 =
1√
2
(|R〉+i|L〉), and |A〉 = −1√
2
(i|R〉+|L〉), respectively.
With one of the photons being circularly and the other
one linearly polarised, the gate will act as a controlled-
NOT (CNOT) gate with the circular qubit being the con-
trol and the linear one being the target qubit. When both
photons enter in linear polarisation states, the gate will
turn the two separable inputs into a maximally entangled
state.
We characterised the gate by applying it to various
pairs of separable input-qubit combinations and by mea-
suring the average outcome from a large set of repeated
trials. The input were two independent weak coherent
pulses each impinging with an average photon number
of n = 0.17 onto the cavity. The choice of n is a com-
promise between measurement time and measured gate
fidelity. While lowering n reduces the data rate because
of the high probability of zero-photon events in either
of the two photon modes, increasing n raises the multi-
photon probability per pulse thereby deteriorating the
measured gate fidelity.
First, we processed the four different input states of
a CNOT basis, i.e. all combinations of photon p1 in the
circular basis and p2 in a linear basis, and analysed them
in the corresponding measurement bases. The resulting
truth table is depicted in Fig. 3 and shows an overlap with
the case of an ideal CNOT gate of FCNOT = (76.9±1.5)%.
A decisive property of a quantum gate that distin-
guishes it from its classical counterpart is its capability
to generate entanglement. For both input photons in the
linear polarisation state |D〉, the gate ideally creates the
maximally entangled Bell state |Ψ+〉 = 1√
2
(|DL〉+ |AR〉).
We reconstructed the output of the gate for the input
state |DD〉 from 1378 detected photon pairs via linear
inversion and obtained the density matrix ρ depicted in
Fig. 4. It has a fidelity FΨ+ = 〈Ψ+|ρ|Ψ+〉 = (72.9±2.8)%
with the ideal Bell state (unbiased linear estimate). The
generation of this entangled state from a separable input
state directly sets a non-tight bound for the entangling
capability (smallest eigenvalue of the partially transposed
density matrix)25 of our gate, C ≤ −0.242± 0.028, which
is −0.5 for the ideal CPF gate and where a negative C
denotes that the gate is entangling. We remark that the
total data set can be separated into two subsets of equal
size corresponding to the outcome of the atomic state
detection being |↓〉 or |↑〉. The respective fidelities are
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Figure 3 | Truth table of the CNOT photon-photon
gate. The gate flips the linear polarisation of the target pho-
ton p2 if the control photon p1 is in the state |L〉, while it
leaves the target qubit unchanged if the control photon is in
|R〉. The vertical axis gives the probability to measure a cer-
tain output state given the designated input state. The truth
table for an ideal CNOT gate is indicated by the four light
transparent bars with P = 1. The black T-shaped bars repre-
sent statistical errors on each entry (rms 2.2%), computed via
linear error propagation assuming independent photon statis-
tics.
F ↓Ψ+ = (74.4 ± 3.9)% and F ↑Ψ+ = (71.5 ± 4.2)%, i.e. the
gate works comparably well in both cases.
As an overall measure of the gate performance we de-
termined the average gate fidelity F , which is equal to
the average fidelity of 6×6 output states generated from
the input states on all canonical polarisation axes (H,
V, D, A, R, L) with the theoretically expected ideal
outcomes26. All 36 state fidelities were estimated linearly
and bias-free with randomised tomographically complete
basis settings. Although we collected only insignificant
statistics of 80 detected photon pairs on each of the out-
put states, their combination gives a meaningful measure
of F = (76.2 ± 3.6)%. The deviation from unity is well
understood for our system and results from technical im-
perfections which we discuss below.
The efficiency of the presented gate, which is the com-
bined transmission probability for two photons, is unity
for the ideal scheme, but gets reduced by several experi-
mental imperfections. It is polarisation-independent be-
cause all optical elements including the cavity have near-
equal losses for all polarisations. The two main loss chan-
nels are the long delay fibre (transmission T = 40.4%)
and the limited cavity reflectivity (R = 67%). The latter
results from the cavity not being perfectly single-sided
and a finite cooperativity of C = 3.3. All other optical
elements have a combined transmission of 81%, domi-
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Figure 4 | Reconstructed density matrix of the entan-
gled two-photon state created by the gate from the
separable input state |DD〉. Depicted are the real (a)
and imaginary (b) part of the elements of the density matrix.
The light transparent bars indicate the ideal density matrix
for |Ψ+〉 in the chosen basis. Statistical errors on each entry
(rms 2.4%) are drawn as black T-shaped bars.
nated by the fibre-coupling efficiency and absorption of
the AOD switch. This yields a total experimental gate
efficiency of (22%)2 = 4.8%. Despite the transmission
losses, characteristic for all photonic devices, the proto-
col itself is deterministic. The largest potential improve-
ment is offered by eliminating the fibre-induced losses,
for instance by a free-space delay line, a delay cavity or
an efficient optical quantum memory.
We have modelled all known sources of error (see Meth-
ods) to reproduce the deviation of the experimental gate
fidelity from unity. Here, we quote the reductions in fi-
delity that each individual effect would introduce to an
otherwise perfect gate. The largest contribution stems
from using weak coherent pulses to characterise the gate
and is therefore not intrinsic to the performance of the
gate itself. First, there is a significant probability of hav-
ing two photons in one qubit mode if it is populated,
resulting in a phase flip of 2pi instead of pi, causing an
overall reduction of the gate fidelity by 12%. Second,
the probability to have both qubit modes populated is
small, such that detector dark counts contribute 2% er-
ror. The measured gate fidelity could therefore be greatly
improved by employing a true single-photon source7.
The relatively short delay introduced by the optical fi-
bre restricts the temporal windows for the photon pulses
and atomic state detection. The resulting bandwidth of
the photons reduces the gate fidelity by 6%. The ob-
vious solution is to choose a longer delay. Further er-
rors can be attributed to the characteristics of the opti-
cal cavity (5%), the state of the atom (6%), and other
optical elements (2%). The cavity has a polarisation-
eigenmode splitting of 420 kHz that could be eliminated
by mirror selection27. Neither the resonance frequency
of the cavity nor the spatial overlap between its mode
and the fibre mode are perfectly controlled (see Meth-
ods). The latter could be improved with additional or
better optical elements. Fidelity reductions associated
with the state of the atom are due to imperfect state
preparation, manipulation and detection, and decoher-
ence. Improvements are expected from the application
of cavity-enhanced state detection to herald successful
state preparation, Raman sideband cooling to eliminate
variations in the Stark shift of the atom, and composite
pulses to optimise the state rotations. The limited preci-
sion of polarisation settings and polarisation drifts inside
the delay fibre are the main contribution from other op-
tical elements. The latter could be improved using active
stabilization. The wealth of realistic suggestions for im-
provement given above shows that progress towards even
higher fidelities is certainly feasible for the presented gate
implementation.
The photon-photon gate as first demonstrated here fol-
lows a deterministic protocol and could therefore be a
scalable building block for new photon-processing tasks
such as those required by quantum repeaters28, for
the generation of photonic cluster states29 or quantum
computers30. The gate’s ability to entangle independent
photons could be a resource for quantum communication.
Moreover, our gate could serve as the central processing
unit of an all-optical quantum computer, envisioned to
processes pairs of photonic qubits that are individually
stored in and retrieved from an in principle arbitrarily
large quantum cache. Such cache would consist of an ad-
dressable array of quantum memories, individually con-
nected to the gate via optical fibres. Eventually, such
architecture might even be implemented with photonic
waveguides on a chip.
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6METHODS
Composition of the photon-photon CPF gate. The
action of the quantum circuit diagram depicted in Fig. 2a
can be computed in the eight-dimensional Hilbert space
spanned by the atomic ancilla qubit and the two pho-
tonic qubits. The atomic single-qubit rotations by pi/2
and −pi/2 are described by the operators 1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
and
1√
2
(
1 1−1 1
)
, respectively, in the basis {|↑〉, |↓〉}. The atom-
photon CZ-gate is described by Uap = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) in
the basis {|↑R〉, |↑L〉, |↓R〉, |↓L〉}. As indicated in Fig. 2a,
the atom is initially prepared in |↑〉. Any input state of
the two photonic qubits, including entangled states, can
be written as
|p1p2〉 = cRR|RR〉+ cRL|RL〉+ cLR|LR〉+ cLL|LL〉,
defined by the four complex numbers cRR, cRL, cLR and
cLL. Henceforth, we will use the compact notation |rr〉 :=
cRR|RR〉, |rl〉 := cRL|RL〉, |lr〉 := cLR|LR〉, and |ll〉 :=
cLL|LL〉. Therefore, any photon-photon gate operation
starts in the collective initial state
|↑〉(|rr〉+ |rl〉+ |lr〉+ |ll〉).
The first pi/2 rotation brings the atom into a superposi-
tion
1√
2
(|↑〉+ |↓〉) (|rr〉+ |rl〉+ |lr〉+ |ll〉),
followed by a CZ-interaction between the atom and the
first photon, which flips the sign of all states with the
atom in |↑〉 and the first photon in |R〉:
1√
2
(
(−|↑〉+ |↓〉)(|rr〉+ |rl〉) + (|↑〉+ |↓〉)(|lr〉+ |ll〉)).
Subsequent rotation of the atom by −pi/2 creates the
state
|↓〉(|rr〉+ |rl〉) + |↑〉(|lr〉+ |ll〉).
Reflection of the second photon flips the sign of all states
with the atom in |↑〉 and the second photon in |R〉:
|↓〉(|rr〉+ |rl〉) + |↑〉(−|lr〉+ |ll〉).
The final rotation of the atom by pi/2 yields
1√
2
(
(−|↑〉+ |↓〉)(|rr〉+ |rl〉) + (|↑〉+ |↓〉)(−|lr〉+ |ll〉)).
At this point the state of the atom is measured. There
are two equally probable outcomes projecting the two-
photon state accordingly:
|↑〉: − |rr〉 − |rl〉 − |lr〉+ |ll〉,
|↓〉: + |rr〉+ |rl〉 − |lr〉+ |ll〉.
Following detection of the atom |↑〉, an additional pi phase
is imprinted on the |R〉-part of the first photon, i.e. a
sign flip on |rr〉 and |rl〉, whereas the photonic state is
left unaltered upon detection of |↓〉. Thereby, the final
photonic state becomes
|rr〉+ |rl〉 − |lr〉+ |ll〉,
independent of the outcome of the atomic state detection.
It differs from the input state by a minus sign on |lr〉 only.
Hence, the total circuit acts as a pure photonic CPF gate:
|RR〉 → |RR〉 |LR〉 → −|LR〉
|RL〉 → |RL〉 |LL〉 → |LL〉.
Calibration of atomic single-qubit rotations. In
order to calibrate relevant experimental parameters, we
employ a Ramsey-like sequence of three subsequent rota-
tion pulses. The pulses are exactly timed as in the gate
sequence (see Fig. 2), but the two photon pulses inter-
leaved between the Raman pulses are turned off.
Initially, the atom is prepared in |↑〉. The Raman pair
is red-detuned by 131 GHz from the D1 line of
87Rb. Em-
ploying an acousto-optic modulator, we scan one of the
Raman lasers over 2.5 MHz while the frequency of the
other is fixed. Thus, we effectively scan the two-photon
detuning. Extended Data Fig. 1 shows a spectrum de-
picting the population in |↑〉 as a function of the two-
photon detuning. Ideally, the gate experiments are per-
formed on two-photon resonance. In this case, the second
pulse compensates the first and the third one brings the
atom into the superposition state (|↑〉 + |↓〉)/√2, such
that 50% population in |↑〉 are obtained.
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Figure 1 | Ramsey-like spectrum to calibrate the
atomic state rotations. After initialisation of the atom in
|↑〉, we perform the same sequence of three Raman pulses as in
the gate protocol. The final population in |↑〉 is determined as
a function of the two-photon detuning of the employed Raman
pair with respect to the frequency difference between the two
atomic qubit states. The solid dots are measured data with
statistical error bars. The solid line is the fit of a theoretical
model based on the sequence of rotations. It yields results
for the Rabi frequency of the atomic spin rotation, an offset
of the two-photon detuning, as e.g. induced by ambient mag-
netic fields, and the light shift imposed by the Raman laser
pair, all with ±3 kHz precision.
7To determine the experimental parameters that guar-
antee this situation, a theoretical model is fitted to the
spectrum. It allows us to simultaneously access several
mutually dependent fit parameters useful to calibrate the
frequency as well as the intensity of our Raman beams.
The fit reveals the Rabi frequency for the transition be-
tween |↓〉 and |↑〉, which we tune to 250 kHz to obtain
pi/2 pulses in 1 µs. The two-photon detuning is also ex-
tractable from the fit and we find a light shift of 40 kHz
due to the Raman lasers. To compensate for it, we choose
different two-photon detunings when the pulses are on
and off, such that two-photon resonance is guaranteed
during the entire sequence.
Transverse optical mode matching. Good overlap
between the transverse mode profiles of the incoming
wave packet and the optical cavity is essential for the
performance of the gate. To this end, the qubit-carrying
photon pulses are taken from a single-mode fibre with
its mode matched to the cavity. In a characterisation
measurement we determined that 92% of probe light em-
anating from the cavity is coupled into this input fibre.
Therefore, 8% of the impinging light may arrive in an
orthogonal mode that does not interact with the atom-
cavity system. Light in this mode deteriorates the fidelity
of the gate if it is collected at the output. This problem is
overcome, because the delay fibre also acts as a filter for
the transverse mode profile after the cavity. The mode
overlap between cavity and delay fibre is 84%, partially
suffering from mode distortion by the AOD used for path
switching. From an analysis of cavity reflection spectra
we can estimate the amount of light that did not interact
with the cavity but is still coupled from the input fibre
into the delay fibre. It is below 1% of the gate output,
such that the resulting reduction of the gate fidelity is
also well below 1%.
A small misalignment, e.g. due to slow tempera-
ture drifts, reduces the positive filtering effect described
above. Therefore, optimal mode matching is essential
to maintain maximum gate fidelity. In the experiment,
reflection spectra of the empty cavity were constantly
monitored and, whenever necessary, data taking was in-
terrupted to reestablish optimal mode overlap.
Simulation of imperfections. In order to understand
the imperfections encountered in the experiment, we have
set up a model of both photonic qubits and the atomic an-
cilla qubit in terms of their three-particle density matrix
ρ. Under ideal conditions, the density matrix transforms
via sequential unitary transformations U as ρ → UρU†,
and known error sources can be introduced at each spe-
cific step. Finally, the fidelity of ρ with the desired target
state is calculated for comparison with the experimental
value.
In this scenario, an unnoticed, incorrect preparation of
the atom creates an incoherent admixture of the wrong
initial state. Errors in the atomic state detection lead to
an exchange of the photonic submatrices corresponding
to each atomic state. Detector dark counts are mod-
eled as an admixture of a fully mixed state and deco-
herence effects are taken into account as reductions in
off-diagonal elements of ρ. Cases where photons do not
enter the cavity because of geometric mode mismatch are
included with a phase shift of zero, and the case of an un-
detected additional photon in one of the weak pulses is
incorporated with a phase shift of 2pi, i.e. twice the ideal
value. Interestingly, most deteriorations of the atom-
photon interaction, like fluctuations of the atomic, cav-
ity and photon frequencies, all condense into a variation,
∆ϕ = ±0.15pi, of the conditional phase shift. Consid-
ering this together with the polarisation rotation Rp(ξ)
a photon experiences due to the residual cavity birefrin-
gence by an angle of ξ = 0.06pi in case of |↓〉, the ideal
atom-photon CZ-gate Uap = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) in the basis
{|↑R〉, |↑L〉, |↓R〉, |↓L〉} must be replaced by:
Uap =

ei(pi+∆ϕ) 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0
0
0
0
Rp(ξ)

Random fluctuations in some of the parameters enter our
model by integrating the resulting density matrix over
the assumed Gaussian distribution function.
